Goal Setting with C.R.O.S.S.ROADS ™

X
___Academic
Effort Goal
___Character
X
Goal
Life Principle________________
Courtesy

Name__________________________________________
Ms. Tucker
Date________________________
1) C - CHOICE - My goal is: ___________________________________________________
to implement guidelines for respectful, courteous communication even
when there is disagreement.
____________________________________________________________________________
2) R - REALITY - What is happening now? _______________________________________
There are general rules for not talking when someone else
is talking, but interruptions still occur all too often. I always remind the students, but it doesn’t last long, and we’re
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
losing valuable instruction time.
3) O - OPTION/S - What can I try to reach my goal:
A.__________________________________________________________________________
Use the Classroom Procedures Evaluation Checklist to review what is now in place and identify needed changes
B.__________________________________________________________________________
Review How to Write a Procedure and the Index of Procedures for examples that can be modified if necessary.
C.__________________________________________________________________________
Prioritize which procedures to introduce first and plan time in my lessons plans for introduction and practice
4) S - Select one or more: I want to try: A B C (Underline or circle)
Plan the steps I will take to reach my goal:
Implement Procedure for Asking and Answering Questions in Complete sentences and Hand and verbal skills
• ___________________________________________________________________________
Implement the Procedure for Designating Time for Formal or Casual Speech
• ___________________________________________________________________________
Have students use the C.R.O.S.S.ROADS Simplified Decision-making Process Dialogue for resolving any conflict
• ___________________________________________________________________________
Mr. Thomas can act as my accountability partner and perhaps
The teacher/other person can help by:____________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
work with me to institute the same procedures so there is consistency between our classes
reinforcing the habit of speaking in complete sentences at home.
My parent/other person can help by:_____________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
I’ll include the new procedures in my weekly parent letter so they’ll know the habits we’re trying to instill.
I will monitor my progress by:___________________________________________________
review progress using the Rubric for Assessment of Procedure
____________________________________________________________________________
and
evaluating the success of my goal. with the Goal Progress Sheet from the Choice and Goal Progress Sheets
___daily ___weekly
___every ____________ Other:________________________________
X
x

X
5. S - Start over - I will check and revise my plan ____weekly
____monthly
My accountability partner is____________________________________________________
Mr. Thomas
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